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“Trans-Atlantic Blonde”
   Blonde Ale

Recipe for 5.5 US gallons (20.8 L) 

This recipe for a classic blonde ale comes from 
Drew Beechum, co-author of the upcoming book 
Simple Homebrewing. The recipe can be 
fermented with either American or Belgian 
yeast. 

Malts
for 5.5 U.S. gallons (20.8 L)
• 9 lb. (4.1 kg) German Pils malt
• 1 lb. (454 g) Caramel Pils / Cara 8 malt

Hops
• 0.5 oz. (14 g) Magnum, 12% a.a. @ 60 min
• 0.5 oz. (14 g) Willamette, 5.5% a.a.,
whirlpool 20 minutes

Yeast
American variant: Wyeast 1272 American 
Ale II or Wyeast 1450 Denny’s Favorite 50 Ale, 
Fermentis 05 or Lallemand BRY-97 yeast 
Belgian variant: Wyeast 1214 Belgian Abbey 
Style Ale or White Labs WLP550 Belgian Ale, 
Fermentis T-58 or Mangrove Jack's M31 
Belgian Triple yeast

Extra Variant
Add 1.5 lb. (680 g) sugar to the boil for an OG 
of 1.058 (14.3°P) and approximately 7% ABV 

Brewing Notes
Mash at 154°F (68°C) for 60 minutes. Mash out 
at 168°F (76°C), with pre-boil wort volume of 7 
gal. (26.5 L). Bring to a rolling boil for 60 
minutes, adding hops at specified intervals 
from end of boil. Chill wort to 62°F (17°C) and 
pitchyeast. Ferment in primary at 62°F (17°C) 
until fermentation slows significantly (7–9 
days). Optional: Rack to secondary fermenter 
and age for 10–14 days at 65°F (18°C). Keg at 
2.5 volumes (5 g/L) of CO2 or bottle condition 
with 4 oz. (113 g) corn sugar.

Original Gravity: 1.048 (12°P)

Final Gravity: 1.011 (2.5°P)

IBUs: 24

Approximate Color: 4 SRM

Alcohol: 4.8% by volume

Extract Version
8.5 lb. (3.9 kg) Pilsner liquid malt extract
4 oz. (113 g) Caramel Pils

Cooking/Beer

Learn to brew the best possible beer with less work and more fun!

Simple Homebrewing simplifies the complicated steps for making beer and returns brewing to its fundamentals.

Explore easy techniques for managing the four main ingredients of water, malted barley, hops, and yeast (along 

with a few odd co-stars) to become beer. Pick up tips and tricks for a range of brewing challenges like making 

water adjustments, working with adjunct ingredients, and brewing wild beers. Drew Beechum and Denny Conn 

will guide you from extract brewing to all-grain batches, explain recipe design and small-batch brewing, and even 

share ideas on how to make technology work for you.Simple Homebrewing helps you develop a simple, thoughtful

process to make homebrewing more accessible and enjoyable. Even experienced homebrewers can learn from this 

dynamic duo, as Simple Homebrewing features expert advice for brewers of all levels.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

ADVANCE PRAISE
“As a brewer who regularly employs

yfilpmisotsdohtem’yddohS&trohS‘
my brew days, Simple Homebrewing
really hits home for me. Denny and
Drew tear down illusory complication
and present ideas for brewing with 
ease in their unique style, making 
for a read that’s as enjoyable as it is 
informative, regardless of brewing
experience level.”
—Marshall Schott, Founder, Brülosophy.com

FROM THE FOREWORD“Simple Homebrewing helps homebrewers cut through theovergrown jungle of brewing processes, equipment, jargon,and traditions and get down tothe business of making great beer
without taking up an exorbitant 
amount of time. As Denny and Drew put it, the point is to “Brew
the Best Beer Possible, With theLeast E�ort Possible, While Having 
the Most Fun Possible.”—Gary Glass, Director, American

Homebrewers Association®

“Want to brew your same delicious 
beers with less e�ort? Let Denny 
and Drew show you how to root 
out needless complexity and have
a simplified brew day…that leads 
to the same well-crafted beer!”—Chris Colby, Author, Methods 

of Modern Homebrewing andHome Brew Recipe Bible

Drew Beechum started brewing and writing about beer in 1999. He authored The Everything Homebrewing Book and TheEverything Hard Cider Book. With his Experimental Brewingpodcast co-host Denny Conn,Beechum co-authoredExperimental Homebrewingand HomeBrew All-Stars.

Denny Conn started brewing in 1998.
His homebrew recipes have been 
brewed commercially in the US and 
Europe. A nationally-ranked Beer
Judge Certification Program judge, 
Conn co-authored Experimental 
Homebrewing and HomeBrew All-Stars

with Drew Beechum. He is co-host of
the Experimental Brewing podcast.

$19.95 U.S.

Recipe from Simple Homebrewing 
by Drew Beechum & Denny Conn


